This study aims to clarify the diachronic channels of the transformation on the fringes of 12 Japanese castle domains with focusing 5 ages among the term which is from Modernization to present age. As the method of the first step to achieve this aim, following three viewpoints are applied to all the 60 moats of the 5 ages of each 12 fringes.
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:the maintained situation and configuration situation of the ruins on the each bank of all moats :the main form-type on the each bank of all moats :the combination of form-types on both banks of all moats And as the second step, having unified the analysis result by three viewpoints above, 17 sorts of forms in the 60 moats are clarified.
Finally, the 12 fringes are arranged using 17 sorts of these forms and 4 models of the diachronic channels about the transformation on the fringes of 12 Japanese castle domains are came to clarify as the conclusion. -1726 -
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